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Early life. Lena Meyer-Landrut was born in Hanover, Germany, on 23 May 1991. She is the granddaughter of
Andreas Meyer-Landrut, the Estonian-born West German ambassador to the Soviet Union in Moscow from
1980 to 1983 and 1987 to 1989, and Hanna Karatsony von Hodos who was born in Bratislava, Slovakia of
Hungarian nobility. She grew up as an only child, and started taking dancing lessons at the ...
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XBIZ Awards are given annually to honor "individuals, companies, performers and products that play an
essential part in the growth and success of adult films" and have been described by XBIZ publisher and
founder Alec Helmy as being "born out of the industry's desire for an awards event that not only
encompasses all facets of the business but one which presents it in a professional light and ...
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